NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

_____ Amanda Gordon

_____ Vikash Mohan

_____ Adil Rasti

_____ Rita Yurow

ENDORSED BY
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

ENDORSED BY

Amanda Gordon
Vikash Mohan
Adit Rasti
Rita Yurow

Wilson Students Council
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

Amanda Gordon
Vikash Mohan
Adil Rasti
Rita Yurow

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

ENDORSED BY

EXHIBIT No. 1
9-25-07
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

Amanda Gordon
Vikash Mohan
Adil Rasti
Rita Yurow
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

Amanda Gordon

Vikash Mohan

Adil Rasti

Rita Yurow

ENDORSED BY
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

endorsement signatures:
- Amanda Gordon
- Vikash Mohan
- Adit Rasti
- Rita Yurow
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

endorsement signatures:

Amanda Gordon
Vikash Mohan
Adil Rasti
Rita Yurow
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

Amanda Gordon
Vikash Mohan
Adil Rasti
Rita Yurow

ENDORSED BY
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

Amanda Gordon
Vikash Mohan
Adil Rasti
Rita Yurow

ENDORSED BY

9-25-07
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

1 Amanda Gordon
3 Vikash Mohan
3 Adil Rasti
3 Rita Yurow

ENDORSED BY

RE: YEAR -

Marked +

Yours
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

Amanda Gordon
Vikash Mohan
Adil Rasti
Rita Yurow

ENDORSED BY
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

Amanda Gordon

Vikash Mohan

Adil Rasti

Rita Yurow

ENDORSED BY

Wilson - 200
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

9-25-07
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

___ Amanda Gordon

___ Vikash Mohan

___ Adil Rasti

___ Rita Yurow
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

Amanda Gordon

Vikash Mohan

Adil Rasti

Rita Yurow

ENDORSED BY

13
9-25-07
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

Amanda Gordon
Vikash Mohan
Adil Rasti
Rita Yurow

ENDORSED BY
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

_____ Amanda Gordon

_____ Vikash Mohan

_____ Adil Rasti

X Rita Yurow

ENRORS BY
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

_____ Amanda Gordon

_____ Vikash Mohan

_____ Adil Rasti

_____ Rita Yurow

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

ENDORSED BY

9-25-07
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

2 Amanda Gordon
3 Vikash Mohan
   Adil Rasti
2 Rita Yurow

ENDORSED BY

[Signature]

9-25-07

13

Re vote:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

Amanda Gordon
Vikash Mohan
Adil Rasti
Rita Yurow

ENDORSED BY

[Signature]

EXHIBIT I.C. 1

13
9-25-07
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

___ Amanda Gordon

✓ Vikash Mohan

___ Adil Rasti

___ Rita Yurow
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
   (2-Year Term)
   1 Citizen Member

_____ Amanda Gordon
_____ Vikash Mohan
_____ Adil Rasti
    X Rita Yurow
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

_____ Amanda Gordon

X Vikash Mohan

_____ Adil Rasti

_____ Rita Yurow
Alexandria-Caen Sister City Committee
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

_____ Amanda Gordon

_____ Vikash Mohan

_____ Adil Rasti

____ Rita Yurow

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ENDORSED BY
Krupicksa
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

Amanda Gordon
Vikash Mohan
Adil Rasti
Rita Yurow

ENDORSED BY

13
9-25-07
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA-CAEN SISTER CITY COMMITTEE
(2-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

✓ Amanda Gordon

_____ Vikash Mohan

_____ Adil Rasti

_____ Rita Yurow

ENDORSED BY

__________________________
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

EXHIBIT F.D. 1

9-25-07